Feeling Worried/Anxious

Personifying worry is a powerful way to help kids deal with anxious feelings. An activity that
helps many to get a lot out of is creating their own depiction of what their worry would look like if
it were alive. Sometimes children come up with things like monsters, dragons, annoying
mosquitos, etc. Counselor Keri has a fantastic activity that I like to use.

Make A Worry Monster: Introducing the Activity
To start, I ask students to imagine what their worry would look like if it were a real-life monster.
We talk about how imagining what the worry looks like is a starting point for talking to the worry.
This might sound silly to some students, but I explain that when we can talk to our worries, we
can tell them they’re wrong or that we want them to leave! I teach students to say, “I don’t have
to listen to you, Worry Wilbert (or whatever name they’ve chosen),” or “You’re not welcome
here, Worry Wilma.” A great book to review this process is Worry Says What? by Allison
Edwards.

Constructing the Worry Monster

In this particular small group activity, students each create their own unique worry monsters,
choosing from different bodies, eyes, mouths, arms, and even legs. Some students make worry
monsters that look quite scary while others make worry monsters that appear friendly, and that’s
okay.

But this monster isn’t just a monster; it’s a reflection book for students to examine these things:

●
●
●
●

how they feel when their worry monsters come around
times when their worry monsters leave them alone (worries aren’t present)
things their worry monsters tell them
what they can say to their monsters to tame their worries

This activity helps students to develop self talk for dealing with their worries and recognize times
and places that tend to bring out the worry monster. From here, we practice talking to their worry
monsters and paying attention to time when he or she might come out. This activity really helps
students to recognize worry triggers and employ that self talk that helps them to combat their
worries!

Here is a list of Worry Books for kids from
https://childhood101.com/books-for-kids-of-all-ages-who-worry/ : These can be
found on Amazon or The Book Depository. Majority of them can probably be found read
aloud on Youtube too! Green = good for tweens
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A Smart Girl’s Guide to Worry: How to Feel Less Stressed and Have More Fun by Nancy
Holyoak. (This is part of American Girl’s Smart Girls series, great for tweens)
Keep Your Cool: How to Deal with Life’s Worries and Stress by Dr. Aaron Balick
Ruby’s Worry by Tom Percival
When I’m Feeling Nervous by Trace Moroney
What’s Worrying You? By Molly Potter
How Big Are Your Worries Little Bear? By Jayneen Sanders
Worries Are Like Clouds by Shona Innes
The Don’t Worry Book by Todd Parr
Put Your Worries Away by Gill Hasson
A Little Spot of Anxiety: A story About Calming Your Worries by Diane Alber
The Worry Box by Suzanne Chiew
Hey Warrior by Karen Young
When Worry Takes Hold by Liz Haske
Mr. Huff by Anna Walker
Worry Says What? By Allison Edwards
Me and My Fear by Francesca Sanna
I Am Peace: A Book of Mindfulness by Susan Verde
Worries Go Away! By Kes Gray
Is a Worry Worrying You? By Ferida Wolff
Jack’s Worry by Sam Zuppardi
The Huge Bag of Worries by Virginia Ironside
The Worry Monsters (Hey Jack! series) by Sally Rippin
What to Do When You Worry Too Much by Dawn Huebner
No Worries by Mindful Kids

Here are additional fictional chapter books that are centered around anxiety for tweens and
teens. Parents please be sure to read the description of each book as there may be content that
has the potential to be challenging for some tweens and teens.
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Counting by 7’s by Holly Goldberg Sloan
Fish in a Tree by Lynda Mullaly Hunt
Finding Audrey by Sophie Kinsella
What to Say Next by Julia Buxbaum
A quiet Kind of Thunder by Sara Barnard
Obsessed: A Memoir of My Life with OCD by Allison Britz
All Birds have Anxiety by Kathy Hoopmann
The Fix-It Friends: Have No Fear! By Nicole C. Kear
Stanley Will Probably Be Fine by Sally j. Pla

The Anxiety and Depression Association of America also has self-help books written by ADAA
member professionals. https://adaa.org/adaa-books/children-teens
Barnes and Noble has some great picks too!

Check out the Mindfulness Practice Journal on Mrs. Wolf’s Webpage.
http://www.olvjfk.com/contact-us/student-support-specialist/
If you cannot access it on the webpage please send Mrs. Wolf an email at
emma.wolf@olvjfkmail.com

Parents:
Imagine your child is frustrated and stomping away down to their room, slamming the door and
in general “has their cranky pants on”. You say calm down, but they yell back “I don’t know how
to do that!!!”
We tend to tell our kids to “calm down” without ever giving them explicit directions on how to
deal with stress and anxiety. Here’s a collection of tools and tips I’ve found to teach children
how to calm down and relax.

Quick Ways to Calm Down
Sometimes you’ll need a quick way to help your child calm down and you don’t have much with
you. Maybe it’s when you’re out at Target (when we’re not social distancing) or stuck in traffic.
These tips will come in handy at those times. Please remember what might work for Bobby
might not work for Charlie, everybody is different and therefore calms down differently:

●
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Imagine your favorite place - it’s like taking a mini vacation wherever you are
Think of your favorite things
Name animals alphabetically (alligator, bear, cow, dog, etc…)
Squeeze Something (play dough, clay, silly putty, your fists, a stress ball)
Get a Cold Drink of Water
54321 Grounding - go through each of your 5 senses

● Give yourself a hug - squeeze tight!
● Remember the words to a song you love
● Put your arms straight out in front of you, palms facing out.
Put one hand over the other at the wrists and interlace your fingers.
Swoop your hands and arms toward your body and then place your interlaced hands on
your chest.
Cross your feet at the ankles and put your tongue on the roof of your mouth.
Stay still for one minute.
It’s great to have a big list of coping skills to try when your child needs to calm down. Here are
more ideas for calming down at home.

Deep Breathing
Breathing has a large impact on your body’s physiology.
When you are calm and relaxed, your body is in “rest and digest” mode. You breathe normally,
your heart rate is lower and your muscles are relaxed. However, when stress or anxiety or even
anger occurs, your body automatically switches into “flight, fight or freeze” mode. Your muscles
will tense up, your heart rate increases and your breathing becomes more shallow.
Taking deep breaths, instead of shallow breaths, is one way to tell your body to get back to
resting and digesting. That’s why deep breathing is important!
Things to use to help teach deep breathing:
●
●
●
●
●

Bubbles
Feathers
Pinwheels
Dandelions
Deep breathing using shapes

I will tell students “Smell the roses, blow out the candles” Or have them pretend they are
blowing a pinwheel.

Make a Coping Skills Toolbox
A Coping Skills Toolbox is a kit that you can create to help your child calm down when they are
upset, anxious or worried. In order to get the most benefit from this, you should create this kit
before an issue occurs. When your child experiences anxiety, then they can pick out an item
from their Coping Skills Toolbox.

Here are some ideas for what to put in a coping skills toolbox/calm down kit:
https://www.andnextcomesl.com/2016/04/what-to-put-in-a-calm-down-kit-for-kids.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLBJ7tG2xwg&feature=youtu.be

Create a Calm Down Spot
You can create a place specially designed to allow to calm down in a few steps
Find a spot and make it cozy (ask your child for help with that - maybe they can place a
favorite blanket or stuffed animal inside)
Add calming tools
Explain how to use it and practice before
When they are starting to escalate, catch it early and give them a calm reminder about
their calm down spot

Use Understanding and Supportive Language
Use the following phrases as a way to support your child, let them know that you’re going to
support them and help them in any way that you can.
●
●
●
●

“I’m here for you”
“Talk to me and tell me what’s going on”
“How can I help?”
“Together, we can work on this. We’re a great team”

●
●

“I love you”
“Do you want a hug?”

Here are some more ideas of what to say to calm an anxious child.
●
●

From Go Zen - 49 Phrases to Calm an Anxious Child:
http://www.gozen.com/49-phrases-to-calm-an-anxious-child/
From Lemon Lime Adventures - What to Say to Calm an Anxious Child:
http://lemonlimeadventures.com/what-to-say-to-calm-an-anxious-child/

Make a Calming Jar
(This is a favorite calming technique with younger kiddos)

What you need:
● Empty Jar (empty soda bottles, empty water bottles, glass jars, plastic
containers)
● Water
● Glitter Paint or Glitter Glue
To make your jar, add glitter paint/glue to the bottom of the jar until it just covers the
bottom of it. Add warm water. Put the cover on and shake to help the ingredients
combine. Once you are satisfied with the look of your jar, then you can super glue the
lid shut so it doesn’t spill or have dad REALLY tighten the lid!
Sometimes you want the glitter/other items to stay afloat longer or for a shorter amount
of time. Here are some different ingredients you can use as the wet ingredients.
●
●
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Hair Gel
Corn Syrup
Glue
Glitter Glue
Glow in the dark paint

Dry Ingredients
●
●
●
●
●

Legos
Glitter
Small stones
Small shells
Glow in the dark stars

Use a Journal
Whenever I sit down and talk with someone about their coping skills, one thing I might
ask is if they have tried writing about it. Why? Because:
●
●
●
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●

It’s easier to write about than talk about hard things
Journaling helps you process what’s happening.
It’s convenient.
It’s not graded
It can help you solve a problem
It can help you re-frame your thinking

16 APPS TO HELP KIDS WITH ANXIETY https://copingskillsforkids.com/blog/apps-to-help-kids-with-anxiety
AWESOME FIDGETS FOR KIDS https://copingskillsforkids.com/blog/awesome-fidgets-for-kids

